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Motivation 
• CVD allows to achieve highest quality on large scale (Ni, Co, Cu 
substrates etc.) 
• Graphene on metals is complicated by charge transfer, puddles, 
hybridization etc. 
• Post-growth transfer inevitably leads to contamination and 
breakage of graphene sheets. 
• Intercalation of metals, semiconductors, oxygen, hydrogen to 
reduce impact of the substrate. 
• Interface structure will strongly affect electronic properties of 2D 
film.  
• Method to produce graphene on semiconductor surfaces with 
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• Si has large solubility in Ni 
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to the second π-band at higher BE 
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Conclusion 
• New bottom-up approach to synthesize atomically 
precise graphene–Ge and hBN–Ge interfaces with GeC6 
and GeB3N3 stoichiometry.  
 
• p(√3×√3)−R30◦ reconstruction was observed for both 
graphene–Ge and hBN–Ge systems after intercalation.  
 
• Ge restores the graphene and hBN band structure making 
them quasi-free-standing.  
 
• Intercalation leads to formation of atomically thin Ge 
layer.  
 
• Further annealing leads to alloying of Ge with Ni and 
does not result in quasi-free-standing graphene or hBN.  
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